Classical vorticity solution branches of the three dimensional incompressible Euler equation are constructed where a velocity component blows up at some point after finite time for regular velocity component data in H 3 ∩ C 3 corresponding to vorticity data in H 2 ∩ C 2 . Furthermore, there are classical solution branches with C k ∩ H k -data for k ≥ 2 which develop weak singularities at some point of space time in C k−1 \ C k for any k ≥ 2 after finite time. The time-local solution branches of the Euler equation are obtained by viscosity limits of solutions of Navier-Stokes-type viscosity (ν)-extensions of time-reversed Euler-type equations. The main observation is that for certain carefully chosen velocity component data in H 2,1 with singular vorticity at a point an iterative solution scheme of this Navier-Stokes type equation in terms of convolutions with the Gaussian density of dispersion ν preserves a certain order of spatial polynomial decay at spatial infinity while the increments of the scheme become rather regular after two iteration steps. The increment velocity component functions, i.e., the velocity component functions minus the data convoluted with the Gaussian probability density then have a representation in terms of an 'second order' initial increment (obtained after two iteration steps) plus higher order increments which are all in H 3 ∩ C 3 spatially. Here we need two iteration steps in order to define the initial increment as the first natural increment of a natural iteration scheme has ν-independent upper bounds only in H 2 ∩ C 1 . Lipschitz-continuity of (some derivatives of) these strong increment data can be used in order to obtain ν-independent estimates for that representations of the velocity component functions. This leads to classical solutions of the time-inverted Euler equation in the viscosity limit by compactness arguments or by local time contraction of the higher order increments. Hence, short time (weak) singularities are initial values of local solution branches of the time-reversed Euler type equations, which are constructed via (not time-reversible) viscosity extensions. These solutions of the 3-D Euler equation have a straightforward interpretation to be solutions of incompressible Navier Stokes equation with time dependent force terms with restricted regularity or blow up of a velocity component at some point, as the time-dependent force term can be chosen such that it cancels the viscosity term of the incompressible Navier Stokes equation.
and for the corresponding Cauchy problem this equation has to be solved with some initial data curl(h) at time τ = 0 of some function h = (h 1 , h 2 , h 3 ) T . It is well-known that v(t, x) = R 3 K 3 (x − y)ω(t, y)dy, where K 3 (x)h = 1 4π
In order to construct local-time and long-time singularities we consider first a related equation which is obtained from (2) by the simple time transformation 
We refer to the equation in (5) as the 'time-reversed Euler equation'. We shall observe that the 'Navier-Stokes type' extension of the latter equation with an additional viscosity term, i.e., the equation We state these results more precisely in the two theorems at the end of this section. In this paper we shall prove the existence of short time singularities. The proof of long-time singularities will be considered in a subsequent paper. In the following as usual let C ∞ be the function space of real-valued functions on R D with continuous derivatives of any order, and let H s denote the Sobolev function space of order s ≥ 0 (for real numbers s). Furthermore, for functions on a domain [0, T ) × R D we denote the space of functions with continuous time derivatives up to order m (nonnegative integer) and multivariate spatial derivatives up to order n (nonnegative integer) by C m,n [0, T ) × R D or just by C m,n if the reference to the domain is known form the context. We have 
ii) for the solution in item i) we have
i.e., there is no finite upper bound for the left side of (8).
Even a long time singularity version of Theorem 1.1 holds. We have Theorem 1.2. A stronger version of Theorem 1.1 holds with the same text except for the replacement of the quantor 'after some small finite time T > 0' by 'after any finite time T > 0'.
∞ the space of smooth functions vanishing at infinity can be obtained as the argument below indicates. However, h i ∈ H 3 ∩C 2 is essential, and we consider further regularity results and long-time kinks and singularities in a subsequent paper. Here we are interested mainly in the connection to singular solution or kinks of the Navier Stokes equation with regular time dependent force terms.
The extended statement of Theorem 1.2 is proved in a subsequent paper. Theorem 1.1 can be extended in the sense that there are solution branches with weak singularities of any integer order. In order to have a succinct statement we introduce the concept of a 'spatial kink of order k' of a classical solution. for m ≥ k has spatial a kink of order k ≥ 1, if there is a space-time point (τ, x) with τ > 0 and x ∈ R D such that
for some integer k ≥ 1.
Corollary 1.5. Let D = 3. For any k ≥ 2 and s ≥ 0 there exists data h i ∈ H m ∩ C m with m ≥ k + 2 and a vorticity solution ω i , 1 ≤ i ≤ D of the three dimensional incompressible Euler equation Cauchy problem with data h i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that after some finite time the solution has a kink of order k. Remark 1.6. We treat the latter result as a Corollary because the proof method is the same, and only the choice of data for the time reversed Euler-type Cauchy problem has to be adapted.
Next we draw consequences for the Navier Stokes equation. A classical solution
of the incompressible Euler equation (on the interval [0, T )) with a blow-up of vorticity at time T satisfies the vorticity form of the Navier Stokes equation
with force term F = (F 1 , F 2 , F 3 ) T (on the same time interval) if
The analysis below shows that F i is also 
of the incompressible Euler equation with a kink of order k at time T > 0 such that
satisfies the vorticity form of the Navier Stokes equation (11), where
We conclude Theorem 1.7. For the Cauchy problem for the Navier Stokes equation (11) for some time T > 0 time dependent force terms with
and data ω i (0, .) ∈ H 2+k ∩ C 2+k , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, k ≥ 0 can be chosen such that a regular classical solution of the Navier Stokes equation on the time interval [0, T ) has a blow-up (case k = 0) or a kink of order k at time T .
2 Proof of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.5
For the Gaussian fundamental solution G ν of
we consider the iteration scheme v
Here, the symbol * sp denotes spatial convolution and * denotes convolution with respect to the time variable and the spatial variables. We define for k ≥ 1
and δv
We show that the local time solution function v 
which is spatially in H 3 ∩ C 3 for evaluations at all time t ∈ [0, T ] for some small time horizon T > 0.
Remark 2.1. Note the choice k = 2 in (21) with respect to the initial increment in (19). Indeed the choice k = 1 is not sufficient as the first initial increment in (19) is of lower regularity.
First note that the data v
Hölder continuous data such that we have
The convergence in (22) is in H 2 spatially. Hence we have Hölder continuous and pointwise convergence in case of dimension D = 3. However, our main interest concerns the regularity of the increment
For this purpose we need ν-independent estimates of convolutions
with data g ν ∈ S := δv init,ν,−,2
Note that G ν 2 is a probability density, so G ν is essentially one, i.e. up to constant. The hypothesis of an existing continuous viscosity limit
for g ν ∈ S implies that the viscosity limit
Similar considerations can be applied for multivariate spatial derivatives of order . We observe that these functions
If we apply spatial derivatives to the scheme in (18), then it is natural to consider convolutions with first order spatial derivatives of the Gaussian G ν,i . We prove the existence of ν-independent upper bounds h 2 , h k , k ≥ 3, where
and where for k ≥ 3 (δv
Here we shall use spatial rather Lipschitz continuity of the convoluted data δv init,ν,−,2
for k ≥ 3 leads to a regular limit for the functional series in (21). Furthermore strong polynomial decay of order 2(D + 1) is preserved for the increments, i.e., for k ≥ 3 there is a C > 0 independent of ν such that for all |x| ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ 3 and 0 ≤ |β| ≤ 2
and such that for all |x| ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ 3 and 0 ≤ |β| ≤ 2
We can than use compactness arguments or ν-independent local time contraction in order to verify the regularity of the limit for the functional series in (21). In order to obtain ν-independent estimates for convolutions of type D β x g ν * G ν,i for g ν ∈ S we may use Lipschitz continuity of the convoluted data. For the first increment member δv init,ν,−,2 i in (21) this means that for multiindices 0 ≤ |β| ≤ 2 and ∀y, y ′ ∈ R D we have
for some finite constant c > 0 and where δ 0 ≥ 1. Lipschitz continuity turns out to hold for the higher order increments D β x δv ,ν,−,k i , k ≥ 3 for 0 ≤ |β| ≤ 2 as well. We can have c independent of ν. Here we observe that the convolution with the Gaussian and the first order derivative of the Gaussian degenerates outside a ball B ν 0,5−ǫ (x) of radius ν 0,5−ǫ for 0 < ǫ < 0.5 as ν becomes small. Indeed this holds for all spatial derivatives of the Gaussian as we have
where H γ,ν(t−s) (x − y) is a Hermite-type polynomial of order |γ| parameterized by 1/ν(t − s). If the viscosity limit lim ν↓0 g ν * D γ x G ν (t, x) exists (is finite for some x) , then the 'mass' is concentrated in a ball of radius B ν 0.5−ǫ (x), i.e., we have
Locally, we use simple Gaussian estimates of the form
(36) for δ ∈ (0, 1). We remark that for 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ 1 the constant C |γ| in (36) can be chosen to be
and
Note that C 0 , C 1 in (37), (38) are independent of ν. For our purposes it is sufficient to consider convolutions with the probability density, i.e., convolutions of the form
for 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ 3.
then
(42) Here ǫ ∈ (0, 5) may be arbitrarily small and c > 0 is a finite constant (indeed it would be equal to one if the parmater ν is adjusted such that G ν is an exact probability density). The observation in (42) tells us that any mass of a convolution with G ν,j evaluated at (t, x) is concentrated in a ball B √ ν (x) of radius √ ν around x as ν becomes small. In order to obtain ν-independent estimates we may Lipschitz continuity for terms h * G ν,k (which are equivalent for ν > 0)
with data h = D β x g ν for g ν ∈ S and 0 ≤ |β| ≤ 3. Observe the symmetry
where for brevity) leads to
have ν-independent spatial regular upper bounds with respect to a H 3 ∩ C 3 -norm. Moreover we shall observe that the functional series in (46) can be differentiated twice with respect to the spatial variable member by member, where we use strong polynomial decay at spatial infinity. The latter property of strong polynomial decay at spatial infinity (indeed a spatial polynomial decay at spatial infinity of order 2(D + 1) is preserved by the increments in (46) and for spatial derivatives of these increments up tow order 3. Moreover we shall observe that
and conclude that v 
where for 0 ≤ |β| ≤ 2 we can use 
and for k ≥ 3
(50) For 0 ≤ |β| ≤ 2 we can consider the viscosity limit of a functional series of convolutions with the probability density G ν . There is no degeneracy issue for this classical limit.
We summarize the five steps of the proof. we consider velocity component data v f i ∈ H 2,1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 where for one index i 0 ∈ {1, 2, 3} we have v f i0 (x) = g (0) (r) for some univariate function g which we are going to define next. Here the function g (0) is dependent on the radial component of spherical polar coordinates r = x 2 1 + x 2 2 + x 2 3 ∈ R + , where R + denotes the set of positive real numbers. This function g (0) : R + → R satisfies
where φ ∈ C ∞ c is defined by
Furthermore, α * is a smooth function with bounded derivatives for 1 ≤ r ≤ 2. Such functions are well-known in the context of partitions of unity. As usual, C ∞ c denotes the function space of smooth functions with compact support.
Remark 2.4. In order to prove the existence of kinks or weak singularities we may consider for k ≥ 2 and β
where for one index i 0 ∈ {1, 2, 3} we have v f i0 (x) = g (k) (r) and where g (k) : R + → R is defined by
For j ∈ {1, 2, 3}\{i 0 } velocity component data and corresponding vorticity component data are assumed to satisfy 
We just have to choose l = min m ≥ 0|β
ii) For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and for all , |γ| ≥ 0, x ∈ R 3 \ {0}, r = x 2 1 + x 2 2 + x 2 3 ∈ R \ {0} we have for the first iteration (k = 1)
and for the second iteration (k = 2) and all δ ∈ (0.5, 1)
For the higher order increments and for k ≥ 3 we also have for all δ ∈ (0.5, 1)
Indeed these increments gain regularity at each iteration step, but we shall not consider this here.
Inheritance of polynomial decay (cf. item iii)) then implies for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and for all k ≥ 3 δv
and δv init,ν,−,2
iii) Given T > 0 for all ν > 0 polynomial decay of order 2(D + 1) at spatial infinity is inherited by the increments D 
For small T > 0 it is observed that the constant c > 0 can be chosen independently of the iteration index k. Furthermore, for 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ 4
Hence, for all t
v) Choose a time horizon T > 0 as in the previous step such that contraction holds for the higher order increments δv ν,−,k i with k ≥ 3 as in (64). For an upper bound C > 0 independent of ν > 0 we have 
where the right side of (68) 
We conclude that the original Euler equation develops in opposite time direction from data at time τ = 0 (corresponding to time s = T of the reversed-time Euler equation) a weak singularity at time T > 0 (corresponding to data at time t = 0 the time-reversed Euler equation).
ad i) first we note that multiindices are denoted by α = (
In polar coordinates (r, θ, φ)
] with
(where for r = 0 and
such that we have v
The second derivative of g is
We have v f i0 ∈ H 2,1 , since
Note that v
for Hölder constants of order δ ∈ 0, 1 2 . Similarly we have
ad ii) For k = 1 (18) becomes
where B 0 and L 0 denote abbreviations of the lowest order approximations of the Burgers term and the Leray projection term. We have
and as
Using the ν-independent Gaussian estimates above with ∆r := |x − y| for the Burgers term B 0 we get
Hence the statement in (56) follows. For k = 2 (18) becomes
where B 1 and L 1 denote abbreviations of the next order of approximation of the Burgers term and the Leray projection term. The weakest term in the recursive classical representation of ∂v
is
which appears in a full (time and space) convolution in the next step. Hence we may use the ν-independent upper bounds for G ν,j . We have
Hence
Using the ν-independent Gaussian estimates above with ∆r := |x − y| for the Burgers term B 1 we get
and for the Leray projection term L 0 we have
The parameter β 0 can be chosen to be 2.5 − ǫ for ǫ > 0 small. Furthermore, if we use ν-independent estimates of convolutions h * G ν,j , then h is strongly Lipschitz continuous in the sense that |h(y) − h(y ′ )| ≤ c|y − y ′ |. Similar estimates hold for the higher order increments δv −,ν,k j for k ≥ 3. ad iii) Given k ≥ 1 choose a number m is such that for t > 0
)is continuous and bounded.
For 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ m and for |β| + 1 = |γ|, 
for some finite constant c > 0 and t ≥ 0. Hence, for multiindices 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ m and t > 0 we have for some finite constant c > 0 and for for |x| ≥ 1
Assuming inductively
we have or some finite constant c > 0 and for for |x| ≥ 1
where
(100) Convolutions with G ν or G ν,i weaken this polynomial decay by order D at most such that we (generously) get
Hence using the representation (18) and (96),(101),(102) we get
and by (97) the same holds for the increments D , where for k = 0
and where for k ≥ 1 the function ω 
where δv 
where the right side of (116) is the time-reversed Euler equation operator applied to v for the right side in (116). Note that the set of continuous functions on R
